Implementation of K-means Clustering Algorithm for the Indonesian Stock Exchange
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ABSTRACT
In the dynamic field of financial markets, effective analysis and understanding of stock market behavior are very crucial for investors, analysts, and policymakers. This study investigates the implementation of the K-means algorithm for clustering stocks listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX). The main objectives of this research include exploring IDX’s clustering patterns, identifying groups based on their trading characteristics, and evaluating algorithm performance. Some challenging parts have been addressed, such as data quality, feature selection, determining the optimal number of clusters, scalability, interpretability, and evaluation. Precise data preprocessing, feature engineering, and algorithm optimization provide insight into the clustering structure of the Indonesian stock market, helping investors in portfolio diversification, risk management, and strategic decision-making. The results show the potential of the K-means algorithm in thoroughly uncovering important patterns on the IDX, thereby contributing to the advancement of market analysis methodologies adapted to the Indonesian financial environment.

1. Introduction

The Indonesian Stock Exchange (BEI) presents a challenging environment characterized by a large amount of heterogeneous data, including stock prices, trading volumes and company fundamentals [1]. Navigating this complexity to gain actionable insights is a major challenge for investors and analysts [2]. Navigating this complexity to gain actionable insights is a major challenge for investors and analysts [3]. However, manually identifying these segments is laborious and prone to subjectivity.

Although clustering algorithms such as K-means have been widely used in other financial markets, this research fills a gap in the literature by exploring the effectiveness of clustering techniques specifically adapted to BEI [4]. Researchers use advanced data preprocessing techniques to handle missing values, normalize data, and select relevant features for clustering[5]. This ensures that the input data fed into the K-means algorithm is clean, standardized, and conducive to meaningful clustering [6]. To maximize the effectiveness of the K-means algorithm, this research explores various parameter settings and optimization strategies [7]. This includes experimenting with different numbers of clusters, initialization methods, and convergence criteria to identify configurations that produce the most meaningful clustering results [8]. Apart from simply classifying shares, this research also focuses on interpreting the resulting clusters in the context of the Indonesian market [9]. By analyzing the characteristics and dynamics of each cluster, this research aims to provide actionable insights for investors, such as identifying emerging sectors, detecting market anomalies, or predicting future market trends [10].

2. Literature Review

2.1 Stock Market

The data stock market tends to be volatile, unpredictable, and non-linear[11]. Therefore, to build a stock price prediction model depends on various factors including the pandemic, political conditions, the global economy, financial reports, company performance, etc[12]. Other than that, in the process of forming an optimal stock investment portfolio, a stock value prediction model is needed to estimate returns and volatility to analyze trends over the last few years[13].

2.2 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a collection of mathematical and statistical algorithms inserted into a computer system, which are adopted from learning data so that they can be used to produce predictions in the future [14]. The learning process was validated through two
stages, including training and testing [15]. Various literature reveals that machine learning is divided into three categories: Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, and Reinforcement Learning [16].

Supervised Learning is a classification method that uses dependent variables as initial labels to classify unknown classes. Meanwhile, the Unsupervised Learning technique is often called a cluster formation or search model because there are no initial labels that can be used to identify groups [17]. Simultaneously, Reinforcement Learning is a technique that combines Supervised Learning and Unsupervised Learning [18], usually used on dynamic data to complete classification without explicit initial labels [19].

Several real-world machine learning cases require time and money to label a wide variety of possibilities. Meantime, data that does not yet have a label can be obtained easily and even for free. One of the unsupervised learning models that will be used in the financial sector is popular algorithms such as k-means [18], [20].

2.3 K-means algorithm

The K-means algorithm can be used if the number of clusters that correspond to all the features used in the stock grouping process has been searched. According to [21], comparing 3 algorithms such as: The Elbow, Silhouette, and Statistical Gap Methods are highly recommended steps for determining the correct number of clusters. The main reference in this research issuing more variables, it was found that Jakarta and East Java were the clusters with the highest level of severity [22]. An interesting thing was also discovered by [23] who proved that the use of the K-means algorithm can be used in larger and more practical quantities of data without having to pay attention to the order of objects.

3. Research Methods

In the context of the Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX), the motivation for using the K-means algorithm lies in its potential to provide valuable insights and solutions to various challenges and objectives pertinent to stock market analysis [24]. Whether for market segmentation, portfolio optimization, risk management, anomaly detection, sectoral analysis, predictive modeling, or quantitative research, K-means clustering offers a powerful tool to improve decision making and understand market dynamics on IDX [25].

Figure 1. Research Stages

The stages of this research are shown in Figure 1. Researchers collected historical data from around the last five to six years on stock data listed on the IDX, which can be accessed on the site https://finance.yahoo.com/. Some of the features in this dataset include date, open price, highest price, lowest price, closing price, trading volume, and adjusted price. The open and close features represent the starting and ending prices at each stock is traded on a particular day. The high and low features represent the maximum and minimum share prices for that day. Trading volume is the total number of stocks or contracts traded for a particular security. The Adjusted Price represents the trading price of ordinary stocks on a national stock exchange, the market price of ordinary stocks on the applicable date (calculated based on the average closing price during the previous 20-day trading period).

In this research, the extraction process will also be carried out for several features needed in the process of implementing the K-means Clustering algorithm, such as volatility, liquidity, and capacity, etc. In general, this clustering process has 5 stages, namely:

a. Collecting data.
b. Extracting features/information from data.
c. Search for anomalous data and delete unnecessary data.
d. Grouping data based on its characteristics.
e. Interpretation of the characteristics of each cluster that has been formed.

4. Results

In the introductory section, several approaches used in forming clustering were described, especially partitional methods, density methods, hierarchical methods, etc. In this research, specifically use and compare two algorithms derived from partitional unsupervised machine learning methods to group stock data based on similar characteristics.

4.1 Data Collection

The data used in this panel comes from two sources, namely company profile data and daily share price movement data. Company profile data can be obtained from the official website of the Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX) (https://www.idx.co.id/data-pasar/data-saham/register-saham/). There are around 858 stocks as of December 14, 2023, that have been listed on the Indonesian stock exchange.

4.2 Extraction Features

The feature extraction process is the main thing that is important to do to get the best results from the machine learning model used. In this case, 3 necessary features are extracted, volatility, liquidity, and capacity of each share to be collected. Volatility is an indicator of the level of change in share prices every day which is revealed. So, when stock prices rise or fall with a volatility coefficient percentage greater than 70 announce to be continuous, these conditions difficult to make price forecasts because it carries high risk [26]. Liquidity is an indicator that can be used to measure how easy it is for stocks to be sold and bought without affecting asset prices[27]. In other words, the liquidity of a stock would be considered from how large the volume. The parameter used to measure this liquidity is using the standard deviation value which must be lower than the average value of stock liquidity. The market capitalization value in Figure 3 is the multiplication of the total stocks and the share price[28]. When the market capitalization value gets bigger, it becomes more difficult for naughty investors to manipulate share prices.
4.3 Data Frames

After data on the volatility, liquidity, and capacity of a stock is collected, then all these features are combined into the data frame shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Dataframe for Clustering

4.4 Checking for Outliers

Many journals discuss the process of checking outlier or anomalous data. One of them is using the DBSCAN algorithm. This algorithm is a method that uses a density approach between data (density method), the results are shown in Figure 5. From the search results, an EPS value of 2.5 was obtained, where the optimal value in the clustering process had reached minPts 8. So, from the results of examining outlier data that had been carried out in this research using the DBSCAN method, 10 outlier data were obtained. In this case, issuers that have outlier extreme values are shown in a biplot using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in Figure 6. Outliers can be indicated as the red vertex. The outlier issuers are spread quite far from the black data distribution. So, in this research, issuers indicated as outliers were not used so that the clustering formation process would be representative. Other than that, a data scaling process is carried out from distance calculation between data using the K-Means method has the same range between data. The scaling process is carried out using the z-score method, where the scaling process is to change the scale of the data without changing the initial distribution.

Figure 5. Examination of Outlier Data using the Density Method
4.5 Implementation of the K-Means Algorithm

The application of the K-Means algorithm will produce a cluster center called a centroid. The centroid is a point that can represent the average value of each cluster-forming variable. In determining the optimum k value, the Elbow Method is used because it can optimize the distance between data and the centroid. Referring to the journal[29], the k value is said to be optimal when the number of clusters added continuously but the value of Within Sum of Squares (WSS) no longer changes drastically, as shown in figure 7. Assume to apply 7 clusters then increase become 7 clusters, the result does not significant decrease in the total centroid value. In other words, decrease in the centroid value has converged (no further changes), so it can be concluded that the optimal number of clusters selected is 7 clusters. Next, the optimal number of clusters is implemented in the cluster formation process using the K-Means algorithm. From the visualization in Figure 8, it can be concluded that the area coverage and number of cluster members are different. The number of members in cluster 4, only two stocks (MAPY and ELTY), is the smallest when compared to the number of members in other clusters, while cluster 2 has the largest number of members, 269 stocks.
5. Conclusions and Recommendations

This research has considered three important technical features, such as volatility, liquidity, and capacity in carrying out the stock grouping process. Of the 853 stocks listed on the IDX in 2020-2023, only 510 stocks can be used. There are 10 lists of stocks identified as outliers using the DBSCAN method. These stocks were not included in the cluster creation process using the K-Means algorithm and 7 clusters were produced with a total wss of 1080. The results of this grouping have different numbers of members and characteristics. So, stock market investors need to consider selecting issuers based on the characteristics of this grouping. Here are some conclusions to consider:

a. Cluster 1 is a level of liquidity with high consistency.

b. Cluster 2 has the largest number of members, 53% of the total stocks.

c. Cluster 3 has 12 issuers with high levels of liquidity.

d. Cluster 4 has high volatility, and its members are ELTY and MAPI stocks.

e. Cluster 5 is the lowest market capital, with an average of 2.6 trillion, with a total of 134 stocks as members.

f. Cluster 6 is the most volatile cluster, very different from the other clusters in that the minimum value of this cluster is also higher than the maximum value of the other clusters.

g. Cluster 7 has 7 stocks as members with the largest average market capital compared to other clusters.

As a note, for further research, you can add cluster search methods other than the elbow method, observe cluster shifts over time, consider simulating partitioning of training data and various testing data to be analyzed, and get the best proportions. Implement portfolio formation based on the clusters that have been found and compare the results with portfolio formation without clustering. Furthermore, similar research can be carried out by adding cluster-forming features that have a significant impact on determining stock portfolios.
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